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Tea

Oblectlyee

1. The student will be able A deterMihe the truth

value of a given statement.

2. The student will ble. able to determ4ne the negation

of a statement and recognize the equivalence of

two statements.

3. The student will be able to determ,ne whether a given

4rgument is valid.-

4. The student will be able to form simple proofs.

OV eW

W h this single module there are two..approaches

thie brief survey of logic. Since most Aeometry

textbooks fail to give an adequate discussion of lo§ic

we have included a "textbook,' treatment of the subject.

.This is found as explanations interspersed'in the

-exercises and thesd can be used as a textbook appioach.

However, also included is an activities approach

which appears at the beginning of eaCh section. We

belive this &nowt you the options necessary to vary

the presentaaon of the material, thus maintaining

/a Guide

9
LT - 1

student interest. Foi example, a class

of strong students may tire of the activities

itnd.wish to get on with the basic material:

1?.1 this case the teXt material alone may do

a job bertter. A slower group'migilt

shy away from a textbook approach and

concentrate only bn the activitiee.

Contents

Activities

1. The Building Blocks of Logic

2. The-Circuit Board 4

3. And and Or circuits

4. More Comolex 'Circuits

5. Who Broke what Promise?

6. Variations Of al,pprgmise

7. How to Mutralize a Switch

8. Would you Believe?

© "74 ti cf Df AL
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Itxevites--

1. Statements

2. Equivalence and Negation

3. Conjunction and Disjunction
,

4. Compound Statements and DeMorlan's

5. Implications

6. Converse, Bicpnditional,' Inverée, Contrapositive

Laws

40C
7. Tfttologies and Contradictions.

8. Proofs

'of these Activities 2,3,4,6 and 7 make use of the logic V"

circuit boards potential-to mo4e1 logic expressions. .

Activity 1 is an individual'work,sh.eet, 5 is a Whole

.class activity and 8 is.for sMall groups.

"

Materials

1. Logic circuit boards (At least one board for

four. students). Tilese may be purchased or built.

Plans for construction of a logic board are'

included here,

o

%Y

LT '2.

p.

Lo41c Board Construction

I. Drill holes ai indicated 'bytigure I. The

reCtangulir holes for the SPDT slide switches

may vary with the size.of.the switches you

purchased.

oxl"

ye,.. 1

6. .0

0 ?b.
tn 0 0

41111111
I.

0 o

I

I"

( Fi ure 1)

.*This distance must cbrresponct to the distance

between mounting holes of the 117v/60cy 6.3V.1.2A

ti-ansformer. (about 46).

II Mount the components on the 8"x12" beard as-

indicated by. figure 2.

'74 LI of DML
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I
mounted on the under side of thp board.

III. Study Figure 3 before completing tlie wiring of

(Figure 2)

The transformoir,, fuse holder aiid terminal strip are
/\

Fms

your L. C. B.

/ Nth

(FigOre 3).

G

IV. You may design yoUr own case for your L. C. B. The

following list of materials may be of help to your

when cdpstructing the case.

Materials' - L. cA B. cage

2 1/2" x 15" x 1/8 (top bottom)

511

e411,

LT - 3

5" x 8" x 1/4"

2 - 5". x 15" x 1,/4"

1 - 8" 'x x 1/6"

1 x 12" x 1/8"

2 - 1/2fl x 112fl x 12"

Assorted bolts, nuts, nails, screws, glue.,

(Figure 4)

--

511

511

:0,74 UJ of Vall.
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V. After completing the box, use a table_saw to saw

the lid off 1" from the top. Attach lidwith

appropriate hinges, secure with latoh.

1 117V/60cp --6.3v.1.2A Transformer

3. Spot Slide Switches

2.--Pilot Lights

4 Fuse holder

fuse (1.A)

1 Terminal (3 terminals)

. 22 L.,'Banana Jacks ,

1 SPST Toggle Switch

1 EXtension Cord

If after reading this and you Would like to purchase

rather than build your L.C.H., please contact BEIR

.EhterpriseS, Littleton High School, c/o Jim Reed,

UI LT
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Hpilding Blocks of Logic,-: Statements N
4

Teaching Sumestions

1. The activity is a true-false test designed to

introduce the student to logic. A tlass discussion

of the test - interpretation will give the teacher

opportunity to preview the module. . Example: No. 14

leads to the question: "What kind df sentences can be
4!

on a true-false test? The students will be ready to

10-
define ustatemento in the exrcises. Example: No. 15

'How shall we interpret the negation of a statement?

2. As the ideas touched on here are clarified in'the

module the teacher may 4ant to come back to this actavity.-

Aet'.

Materials

1. Activity card for each student.

Work done by each student:

a. Activity card

b. Complete exercises

A

10 LT - 5
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A

1. Yes

2. No

3. Yes1

4. Yes.

9. Yes

L. Yes

7. Yes

8 No

9. Yes

10. Yes

11. No

12. Yes

,0

4

Ir

'EXetcise An:ewers L..3

1

LT 6
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1._ Tdscharla. Guide

"The Circui. Board"
-:

Teaching Sugmastioni

There should be a circuit board available for

each group of two to four students.

2. The activity is simple and requires only a small

amount of time to complete.' It's purpose is

to acquaint the student with the circuit.

board.

3. Since the real thrust of the material on equivalent

statements and negations i6 contained in the

exercises, it might be advantageous to do the

exercises before the activity.

I.

Materials

1. Circuit board for each group.

2. Activity card for each student.

Work done by each student:

1. Participate in circuitboard activity
4

2. Complete exercises.

-
12

LT -
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-of

1. yes

2. no.

3. yes

.no.
-

5. no

6 .

7. Solution set

8. P

Equivalence of'Statemente
EXerciee Answers L6-L7

.,

T, T

F F F

,a) p r
b) transitive property

9. no

10. yes

11. no

12, .yes

13. no

14. no

..c

.13
LT - 8

4;

a ;

1.

'74 U of DML



Negation'of Stittements Axercise Aniwere 4., L10

1. P 4'

T F

a) equivalent

2, a) y;o5'

b)" x :474 t 4 or k i 5

c) 4 )i ef'or x 0 2

d)N6x . 9

e) ;e) Y 5

3y y + :q5 or y 5/2

r

110 F T F T

a). s is a negation of p

f

O

4

F

T

e) peiivalent to q

b). r equivalent to s

c)* equivalent

5. x2:2

Ile

p.

v

I.
6. It is false that all of us are hungry.

Not all of Us are hungry

One of us is not hungry

7. It is false that some people sleep in class.

.All people sleep in cliss.
.S010

No one sleeps in claps.

LT - 4
© '74 U of DML



S.

;

8. It is false that 'no atudent likes Geomeiry.

One student likes Geomiitry.
1 ,

Sows students 113(e'eleometrY;

9. -It is false that Richartis never serious

Sometimes RiCliai.d is serious.
1

llichard is always serious.

10. It is'false that none Of us will be here tomorrow.
. 1-

Some of us will be here tomorrow

One of us will be here tomorrow.

In questions 6 - 10 there exist otper possibilities.

LT1
© '74 U of DML
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And and 01. Circuits - Conjpnction and Disjunction

Teaching SuggerstiOns

1. The activity agitin involves Small groups working
4

on circuit board.

2. It's imfortant that each member of the group under-
,

stand the "and" and "Or" circuits on order to do

activity Cards 4,6;7.

3. The exercises contain a development of conjunction

and disjunction. The teacher may wish to use this

material as a class discussion before assigning

the exercises, or assign the exercises first

(individually or to small groups) and then

follow up with a review discussion after the

exercises are comibleted. Stronger grouos will

need little or no teahcer involvement.

Materials

1. Circuit board for each group.

. 2. Activity card for each student.

Work done by each student:

1. Participate in circuitboard activity. Each student

16 LT- 11

learns to wire And and Or Circilit.

2. Complete exercises.

1

Ne

74 U of DML
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Conjunction mnd DiajunCtion P,T2Itr4Artliwers

And anh Or statementa

1. p q 0 g:

T

T-

. F.

F F F

2. Both statements are true

3.
,/

T T T

T. F T

F T T

410
4. Both statements are false.

*

5. a) Mastedons were big and men don't walk up walls.

b) Mastedons were big or men don't walk up wand.

6. a) EVery triangle has three sides and every square has four right angles.

b) Eitery triangle has three sides or every4quare has four iight angles.

c) T

d) T,

7. a) A pentagon has five sides and a square has three diagonals.

b) A pentagon has five sides orErsquare hasrthree biagonals.

c) P

d) T

1111 11. a) T

S.

b) T

cr F

d) F

d
b) F

) F

8 b'

9. c

All 10. a) F

is, ,,. F

LT - 12
'74 U of DK
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Teacher's

More Complex Circuits -"Compound StatTmenti and DeMorgan's Laws

Teaching Summations

1.. The activity involves small groups rking with.circuit boards.

2. Suggest the students draw the 'Circuit belore attempting.

to wire it.

3. The activity may involve.mor6 than one clas Teriod

to complete. As-a result, the twher may want to

assign only part of the activity.

4. The exercises develop a trUth table step by step.

The teac114( may wish to do this for the'class..

Materials

1. Circuit board for each group.

2. Activity card for each student.

Wqrk done by student:

1. Participate in circuit boad activity.

2. domplete exercises.

19

t.

LT-13



Compound Statements and 1.14Morgan' Laws

Compotind

1 0

Statements

q

&cards() Answers L18 - L20

q t ..,q) vq)
T T

. F T . T

F - T

T

T

F

2.

6.

F

3.

F

F

P q ..dp kpvq 5. p q ,,p ..--p v -q

T

F

F

T

0
F

T

F

F

F

T

T

T

F

T
,

T

T

T

F

F

T

F

T

F

F

F

T

T

F

T
'i

F

T

F

T

T

T

Pv'-q) qv,p) (pv ,q)A (civp)

T .

F

F

T

F

T

F

F

F

T

T

-

T

F

T

T

T

F

T

11

F

T

T

T

F

1 F

20

LT - 14
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Compound Statementes and De Morgan's Laws

IL

10.

11, Bill will' not work or Jim will not work.

EXercise Answers ,

P

T

a

11

44.

F

12. It is false.thilt Joe graduates in June and Jerry will be a Junior.

Joe will not gradUate in June -or Jerry will not be a Junior,

T

F

(PA q).

T

.T.

F

(p Vr

T .

21



r a Guide

Who broke what promise? Implications

Teaching Suggestions.

I. -The actillity consists of a play (in three acts.. Work, done by the studenti

The first two acts show the truth value of

an implidation, the Ofrd prepares students

I.

1. Partitipate in drama

2, Complete exercises

for defining an iliiplication as an Or statementk. r
.-

2. Select a group of students'to present each act.

-Encourage them to.embellish parts as much

as they like, as long,as they don't change

the basic situation.

3. 'The success of this activity depends on the

teacher's enthusiasm. It's important that

the class be led to the right re'sponse in

.each situation.

h

c-

Materials

I. Activity Cards

2.. Board or dverhead for recording class responses.

2 2
LT - 16
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Implication' Skercise Answers

4 4 a a 4

F
,

F

T

rii

,

F

-3. If At rains, then xe'll go home earlz.

4. If we win there will be no school tomorrow.

5. 4x=20 implies

6. We're wing only if the weather is nice.

L26 - L27

2.

'4

7. To be eligiblejt's necessary to keep your grades up.

8. If I eat less, then I lose weight.

9. If the cat's away, then the mouse will play.

,
10.

-
If I finish my home work in time, then I'll be there.

11. If .you like-a courpF then you do well insit.

1.2. If you arsa teacher then you must attend the meeting.

13. If you are a student then you can join the club.

14. If you are a cheerleader, then you are a junior. ,

15. If you live in Denver, then you live in Colorado.

16. If a polygon is a triangle, then it has three silt,.

11% If you live in DenVer, then you live in Colorado.

18. If you live in Denver, then you live in Colorado.

4

LT-17

23
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, leacher I"uide

' Variations of a Promise
Converse, Biconditional, Inverse, Contraliositive

Teaching Sumpstiona

1. Small groups working on circuit board. This activity

will reinforce the.definition'of implication.and.

introduce the definition-of converse, Inver;e, and

contrapositive. However, as usual in this module,

the activity can b",pmitted without loss of material

content.

Materials

1. Circuit board for each group.

2. Activity card for each student.

Work done by student:

1. Participate in Circuit board activity.

2. Complete Exercises:

94

LT' - 18

41.
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Converse and Biconditional EXercise Answers Ljo - L31

40

7 ; If I lose weight, then I eat less.

If the douse will play, then the cat's awaY.

3. If I'm there, thdn I finished my homework in time.

4. If you do well in it, theh you like a course:

5. S S_s

ii

6. No (not wheh p is false and q is true).

7. Answers will vary. (give an example).

8. Answers will'(a-ry.

410.
P-÷cl.

.T

1

(p cl) /N (41 -01)).

-07 F

S.

10. I can wake up is equivalent to I can go to ileep.

U. I can wake up is necessary and sufficient for my being

able to go to sleep"

1?. A polygon has three sides if and only if a polygon is a triangle.

13. A polygon has three sides is necessary and sufficient for a. poligon being a tritng!,.1.

14._ I live in Denver its eqpivalent to I live in the Mile High City.

15. .I live in Denver if and daily if I live in.the Mile High City.

411
r".

95 -

0 LT -4 19
'74 u of MAL
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Inverse Ewcise Answers 132

1. If you're not a tearer, then you must not attend the meeting.

2. If you're not a student, then you can't.join the club.

3. If you're not a cheerleader, then you're not a Junior.

4. If you don't live in Denver4 then you don't live im Colorado.

5.'

T T T F F T

F P i T T

T T F F

T T T T

6. No (not when p is false and q is true).

7. Answers will vary. (give an example)

8. Answers will yary.

a-

)

2 6

LT - 20
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Contrapositive Exercise Answers L,33

wk.

1. Ir a polygon does not have three sides then it is not a triangle.

9 ir you don't, live in Colorado, then you don't live in Denver.

3.

4

T T F F

F F F T F

T T T F T

F T T T T

. yes

5. equivalent.

lat

J

91

LT - 21
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Now.tOgutralize a switch - Tautologies

and ContradictiOns

TeachinE Suggestions

1. .Theactivity agaill involves small grouos working

'N on circuit boards.
11

2. Students nay be tired of trutil tableR by now and

dividing the exercices among small groups would

lessen-the work.

Materials

1. Circuit board for each group.

2. Activity card for each student.

Work done by each student:

,--r
1. Participate in circuit board activity

2.Complete exercis

28

Teache Guide

LT - 22

Exercises Ansliters for L-34

Draw a circuit for A -0A,(13

The circuit is:

Draw a circuit for B n (A --B).

The cirCuit is:

© '74 U of DML



Tautologies and Contradictions

1.

gxer9i8e Answers L35 - L36

3. Tautology

4. Contradiction

5. Tautology

4 4 a 14 4 A,

T

T

F

F

T

F

T

F

T

F

F

F

T

T

T

T

ty LT - 23

3 0

.4%

6. Neither

T T T T

T F F F

F T F T

F F F T

© '74 U of MIL ,



Tautologies and Contradictions Exercise Answers

Tantolopy

F ,

F

8. Tautology

A

F

V s --r A 6

1) I (I) --Y 0 _p A (p ) q) ro /1 (3 -;.> q)] q

'1'

T

F

F

T

P

T.

F

T ,

F

T

T

T

F

F

F.

T

.T
,

T

T

e

9. Neither

10. Contradiction

Nor

I' q f-,p --..-q (1) v --ID) (co 4 Op v n) .? (q ii q)

T

T

F

F

T

F

T

F

F

F
.

T

T

F

T

F

T

T

T

T

T

,F

F

F

F

F

F
.

F

.

.(1.

LT 24 34-
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/Tautolamies and Contradictions s Exercise Answers

Talitol(igy

. , .-.... .. , s., ) ( (.1 '

T

T

F

P.

T

F

T

F

1'

F.

.

11 ....

T

F

F

T

T

F

T

F

T

.

T

F

T

T

. ,
T,

.

) T

.

I'

T

- 12. Neither.

4

F

q,

F

z

13. Tautology

F

(PA^-1(1)V (P/Icl)

(P .4q) (q (p 4 r) (p--Ici)/10 J(j) 29 cl)

IF T

F'

T T

F T F

F

T -4F T

T- 'T

F' T

3
LT 25

(frr t-1-413-)r)
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Would 110 believe? - Proofe

1. Divide the class into small groups to work nn

this 'activity. \instruct them tolsgree on the

validity of a conclusion before they write down

their answer.

2. Correct results for the activity.

I. Conclusion not valid.

Babies cannot manage crocodiles.

II. Conclusion valid.

IIIT Conclusion valid

IV. Conclusion not valid.

No marmots take in the Post.

Te chers

V. Conclusion not valid.

No gray ducks in this village wear lace collars

VI. Conclusion valid.

VII. Conclusion not valid.

An egg of the Great Auk is not to be had

for a song..

3 This activity is included in order to in )141ce

the need for determining the validity of an

argument. Therefore disagreement-about the

conclusions drawn in various arguments are to

be encouraged. It is honed that the methods

introduced in the exercises can be used to

resolve this type of disagreement;'

VIII. Conclusion noi valid. k,

1

NIS bird'in this aviary lives on mince pies.

IX. Conclusion is valid. '

X. Conclusion: Rainy days are always cloudy.

33
. LT - 26
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Proof EXerciee Answers 140 - 143

1. L(p q1 ---) (2..j=) fp _03 =--> 2

2. Hypothenis

p: I am a freshman student.

and p-4 q: If a student is a freshman, then he may attend the freshman class party.
Or.

Conclusion:

q: I can attend the Freshman class party

Tautology %

, [PA (p -4q)]---)q

-3. Rypotheiis

13.4q: If I eat pickles with ice cream, I dream about lions and tigers.

and q -or: If I drea'm about lions and tigers, I wake UM scared.

Conclusion:

p r: If I eat pickles with ice cream, I wake up scared.

Tautology

[(p q)/N (q r)] (p 4> r )

4. Hypothesis

p: Thigp is the fourth week of school.

and p 4q: If this is the fourth week of school, then this is the week nizi theme'is due.

Conclustn:

q: My theme is due.

Tautology: A
[134 (13 q

5. Hypottiesis

p: Clara is a clerk in Meyers Dept. store

410 and p-ioq: If a person ,is a clerk j.n Meyr's Dept, store, then he hastad a week of on

of#

the job training.

LT - 27 0 '74 U of DM1.



Proi)f EXercise Answers

Conchmlon

q: Clera had a week of onthe job training.

Tonto I ogy

p A (plik4 q) I 4 q

6. hypothesis

p: Triangle AEC is equilateral

and p--4q: If a triangle is.equilaterall then it is equian gular.
4

Conclusion

, q: Triangle AEC-is equiangular.-

Tautology

(P-?c1)1--->

7. vpothesis

P: 4x=20.

and p-4 q: If equalltumbers are divided by 4, the quotients are equal.

Conclusion

x=5

Tautology

8. hypothesis

p---4q: If you can do this you're very bright.

you're very bright, youlll probabl.yc get an "A" in logic.

Conclusion

.
If you can do this you'll probably get an "A",in

Tautology:

© '74 U of DML
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Proof Exercise Answers

Rypothesis

p -4q: If an elephant is a rogUe el;phant, it is vicious..

q If an elephant is Vicious, it is ostracized by the herd.

r-4 s: if an elephant is ostrancized by the herd, it roamg alone.

Conclusion

p -4 s: If an elephant is a rogue elephant, it roams alone.

Tautology:

[(P1)q) (q (r--)s)]?(p.--is)

10. The argument is valid.

hypothesis:

Jerry is a veteran

If a man is a veteran, held entitled to free medical care (Contrapositive)

Conclusion:

Jerry Anderson is entitled to free medical care.

11. The argument is valid.'

hypothe'sis.

All cows eat green grass.

If all cows eat gree grass, then all cows give rich milk (oOlitrapositive)

%
If covis give rich milk, then rain falls in summer (contrapositive).

.
4/9

.
,

:cricl.usion:

Rain falls in 'summer.

12. hypothesis:

If California is not larger than Persia, then Utah is not larger than Maine.

(Contrapositive)

If Utah is not larger than Maine, France is smaller than Texas. I

If France is smaller than Texas, U.S. is not larger than Canada.

Conclusion:

If California is not larger than Persia, then the U. S. is not larger than Canada.

ID '74 U of DML
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Two Column Fl.00f

III 1. Statementh

EXercise Answers

s_f

Reasons

1,45

1:- Jane liyes in ptInve

Jane lives in Colorado

2.

3.

Statements

1. Given in Hypothesis

2. If a nerson lives in Denver, then

he lives ip Colorado.

Reasons

1., Tony is a student who liv,es

more than a mile from school.

2. Tony rides the bus.

3. Tony eats1unch at school.

Statements

1. Given a Hypothesis.

2. It a student lives more than a mile

from school, then he rides the school

bus.

3. If a student rides the bus then he eats

lunch at school.

Reasons

I. It is raining.

2. Pavements are slick.

3. There are more accidents

than usual.

A

A

1. Given in Hynothesis

2. If it rains, then pavements are

slick.

3. If pavements are slick, then there

are more accidents than usual.

LT - 3038
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Proof by Contranositive
A

Exercise Answers L46 - 1,47

?.

1. Hypothesis: as given

Conclusion: If an animal ip a ku.-ku, then it has grey fur.

Contrapositive must he true.

2. Hypothesis: as given

Conclusion: Ifa geometric figure is a .triangle, then its sides are straight

lines.

Contrapositive must be true.

3. , If I don't get algebra credit, then I didn't nass the fina/ and turn in homework I

misped.

If I don't get algebra credit, then I didn't pass the final or I didn't

turn in the homework I missed.

4. Argument is not valid.

5. Argument is not valid.

6. Argument is valid.

7. Argument is not valid.

8. Argument is not valid.

Exercise Answers - Indirect Proof

1. Assume all people in the room were born in different months. Then there are 13

different months. !Ibis contradicts the fact that only 12 months exist in the yeam

Therefore, at least two people in the room were born in thq same month.

2. Asiume each tree in Illinois has a different number of leaves on it. Let N be the

number of-trees in Illinois. Name each tree by the number of leaves it has. If

no two trees haVe the same 9ame, then one tree must be named for a number which is

greater than or 64ual to N. This contradicts the hypothesis. Therefore, at least

'two trees have the same number of leaves.

LT 31
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- Exercise Answers -
Indirect, Proof

Ati:IumeA,hat, them are an odd number or feet, in the pen. Then at.least one

animal muut, have an odd number of root. Any cow or chicken with an odd

number of feet, lo not normal. Therefore, there cannot be an even number of

feet in the pen.

4

LT 32 4 0
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The Building Blocks of Logic

Activity Card I

This true-false test is designed to help you discover the real you. You

may not speak to anyone during the test. Answer each question About yourself

as candidly 88 possible.

---1. You have a well, developed sense of humor.

---2. You do not have blue eyes. .

3. You passed Algebra with a C or better.

4. If you are'a student in this school then you graduated from it last June.

5. You are not now and never have been a member of the faculty.

You are an honest person.

7. You have blur eyWs and black hair.

---8. You have a winning perSonality.
4

9. If you graduated fromAhis school last June, then you are now taking

geometry.

---10. You are generous to a fault.

---11. You have blue eyes.

---12. You are sensitive and understanding.

---13. You are tall or you have-long hair.

---14. Don't fail this test.

---15. You have not spent one night in jail.

16. You are not tall or yoti have long hair.

17. Your smile is a loser or your smile is a loser only if you don't brush

with dial.

18. If a person has common sense then he is also logical.

19. You are a student at this school.

20. You have a lot of commbn sense.

L 1 12 © '74 U of DML



Test Interpretation (Learn about yourself)

1. If you, answered 2 and 11 the same you are illogical or you have one blue eye

If you answered 1,8,10,12 all true, then your answer for 6 should deftnitely

be false.

3. If you answered 9 false you desperately need to study Logic. Luckily that's

what you're about to do.

h. ,If you answered 15 true then how many nights did you snend in jail?

5. If your answers for lfand 16 are both true, your'hair is long or answer

to 6 should be false:
44)Ne

6. If you answered 14 true you failed this test.

7. If your answer to 4,9, and 19 are all true, then you are doing post graduate

work in geometry.

8. If your answer to 3 and 5 are false, then, your answer to 15 is probably

false now oi will be false within the next week.

9. IT your answer to 18 and 20 were true and your answer to 17 was false, you

tend to be bashful-and hide (successfully) your common sense.

10. You have enough potential to be allowed to proceed with the section on logic

regardless of how you did on the test.

4

L - 2 13
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Exercises

Logic is a set of rules that we aioply to arrive at valid conclusions.

A sentence is a statement if it is either true or false.

Kxylp1e: 4 + 3 . 7 True (a statement)"

4 + 2 5 false (a statement)

Close the door. (not a statement)

You're late. True or False (a statement)

Write yes if the sentence is a statement, no if it is not.

---1. That car is speeding.

2. Don't be late to class.

---3. 4 x 3 . 6 x 2

---h. 13 is a prime number

---5. 6 + 3 = 7 3

---6. 4 + y . 9 if yc R (R represents the set of real numbers).

---7. Five is an even number.

---8. Add 4 and 10.

- --9. x + 2 = 10 if xdodd numbers)

---10. All even numbers are real numbers.

11. Why don't you close the. door?

---12. A statement is a sentence that is either true or false.

Ii 3 A 4
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Activity Card 2

The Circuit Board 44

Electric current flown from + to if there in a path provided for its flow. Any

continuonn wire eonnection between a + and terminal will provide a pathway.

I. On your circuit board see if you can turn a light on b3P4making a direct oath

from + to for' the current.

To avoid having to wire a circuit whenever one wishes a light on and disconnecting it

when no light is debired, switches are used. The switchec) on your circuit board

operate an showit in the diagrams. When switch A is at position 1 there is a direct_

path from m to c.

0
/ \

When switch A in at the o position there is a direct path from c to b.

,1

A

2. Place a wire from the positive terminal to an m eyelet and another from

the negatilie terminal to the corresponding c eyelet. The light has value

1 if it is on and o if it is off.

If the value. of A is.1 the value of the light is

If the value of A is ()I-the value of the light is

1 5
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Arrange these results In a table:

A j Light

1

0

(Tlible 1)

The light IS equivalent to switch A or the light represents swith A.

Place a wire from the positive term al to a b eyelet and from the

/negative terminal to the corres ing e-eyelet: 1
Compinte the table:

1

A Light

1

0

The light is not equivaleht to switch A. In fact it has exactly the onnosite value.

(Table 2)

A-2

'We say the light represents "not A".

\
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Equivalence of Statements Exer9i3e5

T r Imo ;;Iditeninnt,3 are such that when one is true the other i s true , and when one

h; ra km Hits (i1,1wr h; ra he they %are cal .1 ed t!qui valent statements. We can show

1,tri s de 1' 1 ni Li on I n a tabl e . Let, p represent, the first, statement and q represent the

sewn() statement . The symbol s T and F stand for true and false .

t 1

F F

Both statements are true.

Both statements are fal

ir you have done activity 11 with circuit boards this.table should look familiar.

Compare 1 t. to Tab] e I . They are real ly the same table-. Onl y the symbols have been

changed. Hah are called trut.h tahles.

We use the :;y mho I (---1 to indicate equi valence . P q is read "p is equivalent to

\ Note these properties of equival once :

p ( Equi valence is reflexive )

qH q, then q p ( Equivalence is symmetric)

If p q, q r, then p r (Equivalence is transitive)

Beside each of the following pairs of algebra statements write, yes if they are

equivalent and no if they are not .

.1 . 2x + 1 17 3 . '3y <_ 1 ift,,. 5. x < 5

2x , 16 y < 6 *- x / 5
i

1 2
2. x > 7 4. 5x 15

.
6.. - x -,-- -

x < 7 1 x ,-- 3 7" x-- 2

.1

6,

(D. 74 U of dM L



7. In the above exercises, two algebraic statements are equivalent if they have the

same

8. Complete this truth table for pf---4q r.

,

F

"a) what do you conclUile about p and r?

b) What property of equivalence is illustrated?

Beside the following pairs of statements write yes if they are equivalent and no if

they are not.

(:) It is January,

It is not February.

10. It is not cold in h6re.

it in false that it's cold ln here.

11. It is raining

It is not raining

14?. %Today is Sunday.

Today is the first day of the week.

13. Today is Christmas.

Today is a holiday.

14- If you work hard, then you will be a success.

If you are a success, then you worked hard.

© '74 U of DML
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Negation of :Ihatementn Nxerr I rmn

Two statements that never have the same truth values are saidto he negations .

That is they are never both- ti.ue at the same time nor both false at the same

time.

From the following list of statements select any pairs you.think are negations.

p. Today is Monday

q. Today is Tuesday

r. Today is Wednesday

s. Today-is not Monday

t. p is false.

r

Arc statements p and q negations? Remember they could both be false (on Wed, for example)

To be negations they must always have opposite truth values.

If you selected p and s as negations you made a coi-rect choice. The truth table would

411 look like this

F 1 T

(when p is true, s is false)

(when o is false, s is true).

We designate the negation of "p" by ",,..p" which is read "not p" oC "negation

of p".,

Since S is a negation of p we could replace s in the truth table withrvp:

J

P

T F

If you did activity IIwith circuit boards compare this truth table with table 2.

Again they are the same truth table.

III 1. Complete the truth table.

T 4 0
L - 8",
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a) Wh

Wat

do you notice about p and -,(p)? They are statements.

ritc a negation of each of the following statements.

Example: Statement y > 7

Negation y Is not> 7

Better negation y < 7

a) Y < 5 d) x 9

b) x + 4 9 e) y < 5

c) 2y 4 8 r) 3Y > Y + 5

bit

3. Complete-this truth table showing y is a hegation of p, r is a negation of q,

s is a negation of r.

4

P CI 3

T

F

a) What do you conclude about p and s?

Complete the table when r is a negation of p and s is a negation of q.

4

a)

Q R s

. T T

\./

What do you conclude about p and q?

b) .What do you conclude about r and s?

c) Negations of equivalent statements are

4
5. If p is the statement, x < 2, what is -44-0]?

Let's look again at our list of statements from which we selected pairs of
<

negations.

111
p. Today is Monday.

Jt-- 0
- 9
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q. Todn In Tuondny

r. Today In Weduonday

s. Today is not Monday

t. p is false

You probably noticed another pair of negations besides p and s. qpnaider the truth

-I)table for p P

T F (when p is true, t must be false)

. F T (when p is false, t is true).

There is more than one way o write a negation of a statement.

Example:

p: Everyone in this class is brilliant.

Not everyone in this class is brila6nt

p: It is false that everyone in this class is brilliant.
,

To make p false we need to find only one person in the

the classthat is not brilliant. We could write: p: One

person in this class is not brilliant. Of course if we find more

than'one nonbrilliant person p is just as false.

--p: Somt people in this class are not brilliant.

Write three different negations of each-of the following:

6. All of us'are hungry.

7. Some people sleep in class.

8. No student likes Geometry.

9. Richard is fiev01- serious.

10. None of us will be here tomorrow.

\© 74 U of DAIL



And and Or Circuits Activity Card 1

Review

1. The light LH oquivalent to twitch A.

A Light A wire connects the positive to a m eyelet of

1

0

switch A, and another connects the negative with

0 corresponding c eyelet.

We will use the following notation in circuit diagrrams:

2. The light is the negation of switch A.

A Light

1

0

0

1

A wire connects the positive to a b eyelet

of switch A, and another connects the negative

with the corresponding c eyelet.

We will use the following notation in circuit diagrams:

Wire the following circuits and complete the

and one li4ght.

A*.
1.

table. Work with two switches

Light
4911L

..

1

And CircUit,
o

Electricity must go thnough

1

1

0

A and B to the light.

411 Or Circuit Electricity can

-go through A or B to the light.

A

1

1

c;4)
L

Light

'74 u of DML
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COdjunction and Disjunction

EXerclEts

P and y be any logical statements., The compound statement "p and q" is called

the conjunction of p and 4 and is written pvq.

Example: P: Jack is a tennii`buff.

q: Jack plays basketball.

P vq: Jack is a tennis buff and'Jack plays basketball.

Under what conditions is a conjunction true? For instance suppose n is true

but Jack really does0Cb1ay basketball making q false. Is the conjunction true or false?

gnter your answer in the second row of this truth table. Complete the table.

1. p" q

If you did Activity III compare this table to the table for an And circuit..

2. A conjunction of-two statements is true if and only if
7

The compound statement "ID or q" is called a disjunction and is written "p v

EXample
p: John likes math.

q: John likes history.

,pvq: 'John likes math or John likes history.

Suppose it'S true that John likes math but he really doesn't like history. Is nvq

true or falsean this case? Enter your answer .in the second row of this trOth

table and-complete the' table:

3.
P\e' Q

q2,3
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Exercises

4

co,

Tr you did Activity ITT compare this table to the table for.an Or circuit.

h. A disjunction of two'statements is false if and only if

5. p: Mastedons were big

q: Men don't walk up walls.

) i te pAq: .

b ). Wri te p q:

('. p: Mvery triangle has three sides

q: Every square has four right angles.

s) Write pAq:

b) Write pv q:

c) Is pA q true or false?

d) Ts p yq true .or false?

4

.01

7: p: a pentaen has five sides 4 ;

q: A square has thTe diagonals.

P /
a) Write pAq:

b) Write pyfq:

c) Is pAq trite or false?

dr Is pvq true or false?

4)

8 A conjunction rA s is true if

) _I/ is true and s is false.

b) r is true ands is true

c) r is false and s is true.

4

9. If "Wolligogs'eat fish and Gilliwogs di4nk Bo" is a true statement, then' the

stateMent "Gilliwogs drink Bo"

a) may be true b) must be false c) must be true

10. Suppose p is true and q is- true.

111 a) Is.,p true or false?

b) Is m) A q true or false? © '74 U of DMI._
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11. r i?.3 true and s is true. State whether each of the following is

true or false.

c)

d) r \/

e ) r s

f ) r s

C) '74 U of DML



'More Complex Circuits

Review

Logic Statement

A

More complicated statements

'can be built from these basic

statements

Activity Card 4

CirCuit Diagram

More-complieateCrireuite

II
can'be built from these basic

.

circuits.

Step I: You will be given a logical statement

Example A /\ (B\./A)

Step II: You will&aw a circuit diagram for the statement.

Example:

Step III: Wire the circuit on the circuit board.

c
e,C) c-o--

C")

Step IV: Complete the truth table for this statement.

A B AA(--BvA)

1 1 1

1 0

1

0 0

L - SG

1

,?1

© '74 U of DML



New Compltix Circuits

Review

FolIow these four steps for each of the following.

2. --Avr-B

Circuit:

1. fu\--B

Circuit:

Circuit:

A"B
1 1

1 0

0 1

0 0

4. (A/v-B)AA

Circuit:

AV(,-.43 /I A) A (AV,B) II A

1

1

1

0

1

1

1

0

0

1

1

0

4V5

L - 16

As
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5. (Az\11)V

rcui 1:

6. (AV BM EyAV-B)

Circujt:

A 11 (A A B) (-A A -11)

1 1

A B. (A (-AV-dB)

.1 1

1 0

0 1

r-

5(9

0 0

f
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Compound Statements and DeMorgan's Laws Exerciaes

Fly now you are ramilior with the idea of A truth table and ready Wcomplete more

complicated one:;. Let!i take this compound statement,

PA(',-1(1vp)

and develop a truth table

1. Determine how many simple statements are in the compound statement. This example

has two:
,

q

p. and q. We will need a column heading for each.

For these two statements there are four possible situations: 1) both are true,

p is true, q is false, 3) p is false, q is true, 4) both are.false.

Ill

T

F ..T

The table will require four rows.

3. ake a cJlumnfor any negations of simple statements.

T T F

T F

4111 Opposite truth value
_

© 774 U of DML



Cxercises

Compoumi 3tatemmnts and DoMorgan'n Laws

Dobirmine truth value of parenthesen

4...
P

_
q (--(IV P)

T

'I'

F

F

'I'

F

T,

F

F

T

F

T

T

T

F

T

(1 ,

use these two columns

I 1

use these two columm..3

(q vp) PA ((1v1))

F

F

F

Construct a truth table for each statetent.

.1 . (pv q)

q (pvq) (pv

1.

pv

r

3. PAq 4.

5. pv,q

Go
L - 19

6.

6. (pvq) A (qvID)
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Compound Statements and DeMorgan,s Laws Exercises

8.

4.

Notic6 these two truth tables have the same last column When one statement is

tru% the other is true, when one is false the other is false. They are equivalent

-GO/04-) -4,A - q

9. -(pAq)

Notice again - (pA

10. ,,pv

"lb

These equivalences are called DeMorgan's Laws

11. Write the appropriate statements for:

p: Jim will work

q: Bill will work

-(pAq): It is false that Jim and bill will work.

-pv-q:

12. Write the appropriate st3atements for:

p: Joe aduates in June

q:# Jerry will be a Junior

111

13. Let's construct a truth tabla"for a compound statement of three statements:

HoW manjr different situations woul.d there be?

P r Wig (PA 3) V r

.
.

L - 20

plq,r.
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Who Broke What Promise? Activity Card 5

. -

Each of the following a-cnaties will require:

a) players (students to act out small parts)

h) a recorder (student to keep records visible to whole class.)

c) The unsilent majority (remainder of the class which will react favorably

or unfavorably to each situation).

In each act one of the players makes a conditional commitment to rother. In each

scene he will.either break his promise (gyeeted by boos from the unsilent majority)

or not break his promise (yea, he's true blue). The recorder will take dapn the

results so they may be studied later.

.)

L-21
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Record

Act: 1: Charley Make:s A pate

rwene Charhv 01.:; V.)

l'iz)_m Dad:
P.V1,171 or raltle)

Charley idike:i.'1,ticy
to inov les

( true or fal se)

Charley's proid se
broken

(yea or boo)'

1

)
.....

4

..

,

i'-..

. ..

Act 2: Charley and the Teacher

Scene Charley stays out
of trouble

(true or false)

_

Charley passes

(true or false)

Ms. phpley's
prolitsec broken

(yea or boo)
,

1

1

.,1 .2 .

4

Act 3: Charley's Ski Trip

Scene Charley doesn't
pass geoMetry
(que or false)

Brown's take Charley
skiing

(true or false)

Ms. Brown's promise
broken?

(yea or boo)

1

2

:3

4

L 22 63
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Act 1: Charley Makes a Date

411

Characters: Charley (a high school student), Lucy (Charley's girl), Mr. Brown

(Charley's dad).

141,

Situation: Charley makes the following promise to Lucy. "If I can get five dollars

from dad, then I'll take you to the movies Friday'nielt."

Scene 1: Charley makes the promise

Mr. Brown gives Charley the money.

Charley and Lucy go to the movies.

Class reacts to the question "Did Charley break his promise?"

Record the reaction.

Seent. 2: Charley makes the promise.

Mr. Brown gives Charfey the mone

Charley tells Lucy he can't take

Class reacts: "Did Charley brefak

Y-

her to the movies.

his promise?"

Record reaction .

Scene 3: Charley makes the promise

Mr. Brown does not give Charley the money.

Charley ,and Lucy go to the movies.

Class reacts: "Did Charley break his promise?"

Record reaction.

Scene 4: Charley makes the promise.

Mr. Brown dogs not give Charley the money.

Charley tells Lucy he can't take her to the movies.

, Class reacts "Did Charley break his promise?"

Record reaction.

CO '74 U of DML



Act 2: Charley and the Teacher

Characterm: Charley, Ms. Shapley (Charley's Geometry teacher), Linus, Lucy, Snoopy

(Charley's classmates).

Situation: Ms. Shapley makes the following promise to Charley, "if you stay out of

trouble in class, then,you'll get a passing grade."

Scene : M. Shapley makesthe premise.

Charley stays eut of trouble.

Ms. Shapley gives Charley a passing grade.

Class reactp "Did M. Shapley break her premise?"

Record reaction

Scene 2: Ms. Shapley makes the promise.

Charley stays out of troUble.

Ms. Shapley gives Charley a. failing grade.

Class reacts "Did Ms. Shapley break her promise?"

Record reaction.

Scene 3: Ms. Shapley makes te promise

Charley gets into trouble.

Ms. Shapley gives Charley a passing grade.

Class-reacts "Did Ms, Shapley break her promise?"

Record reaction.

Scene 14: Ms. Shapley makes the promise.

Charley gets into trouble.

Ws. Shapley gives Charley a failing grade.

class reacts, "Did Ms. Shapley break her promise?"

Record reaction.

© '74 U of DML
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Act 3: .Charleyls Ski Trip

Characters: Charley, Mrs. Brown (Charley's mother) Ms. Shapley,

Situation: Mrs. Brown tells Charley the following: "you will not pass Geometry

or we will take you skiing."

Scene 1: Mrs. Brown makes the promise.

Ms. Shapley gives Charley a passing grade.

Mrs. Brown does let Charley go skiing.

Class react8-"6-th Mrs. Brown keep her promise?

Record reaction

Scene Mrs. Brown makes tile promise.

Ms. 'Shapley gives Charley a passg grade.

Mrs. Brown doesn't let Charley go skiing.

Glass reacts "Did Mrs. Brown keep her promise.

Record reaction

Scene 3: Mrs. Brown makes the promise.

JAs, :Thapley doesn't give Charley a passing grade,.

Mrs. Brown lets Charley go skiing.

Class reacts "Did Mrs. Brown keep her promise?"

Record reaction.

Scene 4: Mrs. Brown makes the promise.

Ms. Shapley doesn't give Charley a passing grade.

Mrs. Brown doesn't let Charley go skiing.

Class reacts "Did Mrs. Brown keep h6r promise."

Record reaction.

L - 25 66
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Implication Exercises

1. Complete the truth table for p

Let p: You go to Europe
s

q: You cross an ocean.

Then--pvq: You don't go to &rope or you cross the ocean.

' 1.

,

r

Looking at the truth table above, this statement is false only when you go to Europe and don't

croas an ocean. (which is not
f
likely).

?

It would be ewlivalent to say:

Tr you go to Europe, then you cross an ocenn. A statement like this. is called an ir-

then !ItalAient, or an implieation. Symbolically we write n4q which is read "if p, then

q" or Pp implies 9."

Since "--p ...eq" and 1,154 q" are equivalent the truth table for p-4q should have the same

result as the one you completed above.

2. Complete the truth table:

If you did Activity 6 compare this table to

table 1.

here are many ways to wite an implication q.

If p, then 4. If it', raining, then it's cloudy.

p implied q. It's r ning implies it's cloudy.

L - 26 679
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Implications. \N_Axe;rcises

q if p It's cloudy if it's raining.

p only if q It's raining only if it's cloudy.

p is sufficient for q It'siraining is suffficient for it's cloudy.

q in necessary fer p It's cloudy is necessary.for it's raining..

In each of these examples 0 is called the hypothesis and q is the conclusion

gYpothesis: It'is raining

conclusion: It is cloudy,
tv4

Underline the hypothesis once and the conclusion twice:

3. If it rains then we'll go home early.

1 .

4. if we wln there will be no school tomorrow.

5. 4x=20 implies x=5.

6. We're going only if the weathers nice.

0

7. To be eligible it's necessary to keep your grades up.

write the following in if-then form.

8. If I eat less, I lose weight.

9. If the cat's away, the mouse will play.

10. 1-111 be there if I fjoliSh my hom4Work in time.

11. You like a course on if you-do well in it.

12. All teachers must attend the meeting.

13. To join the club it_is necessary to be.a student.

14. Being a cheer leader implies lleing a junior.

15. You live in Colorado if you live In Denver.

16. A triangle has three sides.-

t±,

17. Living in Denver is sufficient forfliving in Colorado.

18. Living in Colorado is necessary for living in Denver.

L 27 6(
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Variations of a Promise

ConSider the statement:

Activity Card 6

It is not ripling or it is cloudy.

Thi statement is ialse,Only if it is raining and there are no clouds, a very Unlikely

possibility.

It appears that an equivalent statement would.be:

if it rains, then it. is cloudy.

or

411.

Rain implied clouds-.
.x

Both of these statements are implications. Symbolically, if p It is raining., and q: It

is cloudy we would write

Jt seems. Prom our example that p--4 q is equivalent to p q. In fact we shall define

it that way. Definiition: q is a statement.equivalent to p v q.

Use a'circuit board to find the truth table for A B.

A A --t B

1

1 0

0 1

0 0

4 Converse

The converse of A--4 B is B---)A.

This is equivalent to B v A.

Use a.circuit board to complete the table.

A B. B-4 A

1

0

1

0

Table 1

Table 2

L 28 Sn
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Inverse

The inverse of A 4 B is --A

IIIIThiq-is eqUivalent to AN,--13.

-9

Use a circuit board to complete the table.

A

1

0

0

A

0

1 ',

0

Contrapositive

B

Table 3

The contrapositive 'of A-4 B'is --B

This is equivalent to B

Use a circuit board to complete the table.

B

1

0

1

0

Table 4

L-29,



Convorse and Biconditional &erasers

The converse or p (1 15 q-- p

kample: p --) q if you're smart, then you go to college.

q p if you go to college, then you're sipart.

Go back to Implication EXercises 8 11 and write the converse of each.

1.

')

3.

LI

5. Complete the truth table

If you did Activity 6 compare this table to table

2.

z
6. When an implication is true, is its converse true?

7. Make up an iNlication that's true and has a true converse.

8. Make up an implication that's true and has a false converse.

A conjunction (and) of an implication and its converse is called a biconditional.

IMplication p q: If it's Monday, then tomorrow is Tuesday.

COn4I-se p: If tomorrow is Tuesday, then it's Monday.

BiConditional (p-)q) (q--413): If it's Monday, then tomorrow is Tuesday and.:

if tomorrow is,Tu6sday, then it's Monday.

Complete the truth ttble.

© '74 U of DML



There are several other simpler ways to state a hiconditional. Notice in the truth table

the hiconditional is true Only when p and q have same truth value and false when p and q

ave different truth values. We can state the biconditiohal simply p "is equivalent to" q

ir
or p

Examp110: Tt's Monday Is equivalent to tomorrow is Tuesday.

Another way to write a biconditional statement is to combine if pl then q and p only if

q to p i 1' and only if q.

Example: Today is Monday is neccesary and sufficient for tomorrow being Tuesday.

A third way is to combine:

p is surrici_ent For q and p is necessary for q

to

p is necessary and sufficient for q.

Example: Today is Monday is necessary and sufficient for tomorrow being Tuesday.

Write each biconditional statement in two other ways.

I can wake up if and only if I go to sleep.

00.

A polygon has three sides is equivalent to a4polygen is a triangle.

12.

1 3.

II
live in Denver is necessary and sufficient for I live in the Mile High Glty.

A
14!

15.

.© 74 U of DML



Inveve EXercises

1_1n/erne UI p i
(1.

Example: p. ) q lr you lile in Denver, then you live in Colorado.

p q If you don't live in Denver, then you don't live in Colorado.

Go back to Implication Exercises 12-15 and write the inverse of each.

3.

Complete the table:

If you did Activity 6

compare 'this table to table 3.

6. If an'implication is true, is it's inverse always true?

`7. Make up ah implication thatls true, and has a true inverse.

8. Make.up an implication that's true and has a false inverse.
,*

\ 4 ,V ).
. .

L - 32
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Contwositive Exerciaes,

The, contrapositive of p---4 q is q,-4-4).

Example: If you finished the test then go to the computer room.

If you don't go to the computer room then you didn't finish

The test.

Go back to exercises 16-17 and write the contranositive of each.

3. Complete the table

)- D e 0

T'
T

le

I .,

;

If you did Activity 6 compare this

to table 4.

Jr an implication is true, is it's contrapositive always true?

An implication and it's contrapositive are statements.

74 © '74 U of DM



How 111 Neutralize a Switch

illr/kW a circuit for A (A v 13)

a circuit. hoard to complete the following table.

A A---) (A Ntll

1 1 I? Table 1

0

0

0 0
-6-

Draw a circuit for B A (A A 13)

A ii B -7\ A A B

.

I.

Table 2

Activity card 7

L 34 j. r74uOtDML



Tautologies and Contradictions

Complete
the truth table:

1. k

EXercises

If you did Activity 7 compare this to table 1.

A statement like this one that is always true is called a tautology.

Complete the truth table.

2.

If you did Activity 7
compare this to table 2.

A statement like this one that is always false is called a cqptradiction.

eomMkete the following truth tables and state ,Thether each is a tautology,

contradiction or neither.

3.. p N.7 -

5- (I) A (1) P

(1

F

F

F

4. p -P

L - 3 5
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Would you Believe? Activity 8

In his book apbolic Lotill, Lewis Carroll presents sets of concrete propositions and

asks what conclusions may be drawn from them. In this activity we present selected sets

or these along with conclusions. You are asked to determine if those conclusions are

valid or not. It it's not valid, write.one that is.

- I.

1. llabie:; are illogical.

2. NobodY is despised who can manage a crocodile.

1. Illogical persons are despised.

Concl: Babies can manage crocodiles.

1. No potatoes or mine, that are new, have been boiled.

2. Ali my potatoes in this dish are fit to eat.

3. No unboiled potatoes of mine are fit to eat.

ConcI: All potatoes in this dish are old ones.

1. Everyone who is sane can do Logic.

2. No lunatics are fit to serve on a jury.

3. None of our students can do logic.

,c)ncl: None of our students are fit to serve on a jury.

IV.

J. po one takes in the Post, unless he is welleducated.

No marmot can read.
47,

3. Those who canna i'ead are not welleducated.

Concl: Some marmots take in the Post.

V.

1. All ducks indthis village that ai-e branded "lign belong to Mrs. Bond.

2. Ducks in this village never wear lace collars, unless.they are branded "W.

L 37
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Would you Believe?
6

Activity 8

411

3. Mrs. Bond has no gray ducks_in this village.

Concl: All white ducks in this village wear lace collars.

vIe

1. Nobody, who really appreciated Beethoven, Fails to keep silence while the Moonlight

Sonata is being played.

2. Guinea pigs are hopelessly ignorant of music.

3. Nu . one, who iu hopelessly ignorant of musicrer keeps silence while the. Moonlight
,

,

Sonata is being played.

Concl: Guinea pigs never really appreciate Beethoven.

VII.

1. Things sold in the street are of.no great value.

2. Nothing but rubbish can be had for a song.

3. Eggs of the Great Auk are very valuatile.

4104. IL 13 only what is sold in the streets that is really rubbish.

Gond: Those things which are sold on the streets and are not rubbish are

eggsJf the Great Auk.

: VIII.

1. No birds, except ostriches, are 9 feet high.

2. There are no birds in this aviary that belong to.anyone but me.

3. No ostrich lives onhmince pies.

4. I have no birds less than 9 feet high.

Concl: Any bird not living on mince pies is in this aviary.

IX.

1. All writers who understand human nature, are clev7.

2. No one is a true poet unless he can stir the hearts of men

3. Shakespeare wrOte "Hamlet".

4114. No writer, who does not understand human nature can stirthe hearts of men.

A.!

k

1.)
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Would You Believe?

III 5.
d

None but a true poet could hal.ria written "Hamlet".

Concl: Shak.espeare wan clever.

X.

1. I Call np day "unlucky" when my students are civil to me.

2. Wednesdays are always cloudy.

1. When people Lake umbretlas, the day never turns out fine.

/4. The only days when my studentaare uncivil to me are Wednesdays.

Kveryone Lakes his umbrellA with him wben it is raining:

6. MY "lu(*y" days always turn abfine.

Concl: Draw your own conclusions for this one.

-

80
L 39
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'ixercises Proofs

Looking back at the l'ast exercises, these are some of the statements you found to be

tautoiogie:3.

Pv P
(-(p q) A (q r)] 4 (Ti> r)

[P A (p -q) j q-

-4

Any argument that follows a tautology is a valid argument.

For example, if you argue following the first tautology, "The sky is green or it is mot

green", you have to be right because pNenap is always true.

1. On the second and third tautologies above underline the hypothesis once and the

conclunion twice. You might recognize the second tautology on the list as the

transi.tive property t implication. Here's an example of an argument following this

tautology.

Rypothesin:

(*p ---)q): If John-lives in Golden, then he lives in Jefferson County.,

anti (q--) r); Tr John lives in Jefferson County, then he lives in Colorado.

Conclusion:

(p--4 r): If John lives in Golden, then he lives in Colorado.

The argume.nt.'follows the tauylogy [(p 4 q) A (q -40] (p r)

Example of an argument following the third tautology.

Hypothesis:

p: John is a football p

and (p All football players are dumb.

Conclusion:

q: John is dumb.

TautoiOgy: [p A (p 4-0]-4 01

An argument following a tautology is valid because for everyone who agtlees the .

40
hypothesis is true, the argument is a proof of the conclusion.

Hypothesis is:

p: A bicircle is a ,vehicle and (p---) q): All

L\: 40

hicles have four wheels.

i. © '74 U of DML



Exercises Proofs

Conclusion:

q: A bicycle hils four wheels.

Tautology: IPA (p q)1 q

Notice the argument is vallp because it follows a tautology, but the conclusion is

421 aj---146
false.

The following statements form th pothesis of a vAlid argument. You are to arrange the

statoments in order, state the onclusion, and state the tautology the argument is

patterned after. (See previous xamples).

2. 1. am a freshman student. If student is a freshman, then he may attend the

freshman class party.

3. Tf I eat pickles with ice cream, I dream about lions and tigers. If I dream about

lions and tigers, I wake up scared.

4. If this is the fourth week' of school, then'this is the week my-theme is due.

This is the fourth week of school.

If a person is a clerk in Meyer's Denartment store, then he has had a week of on

the job training. Clara is a clerk In Meryer's Denartment Stor.

6. Triangle AEC is equilateral. If a triangle is equilateral, then it is

Equiangular.

7. 4X.20, If equal numbers are divide'd by 4, the quotients are equal.

8. Tf you're very bright you'll probably get an A in logic. If you can do

this you're very bright.
a

9. If an elephant is vicious, it is ostracized by the herd,

,If an elephant is a rogue elephant, it is vicious.

If an elephant is ostracized by the herd, it roams alone.

Remember that an implication is equivalent to its contrapositive, so we can use the

gpositive in place of an implication, to make a valid argument. In the following

S 4.)4.

L 41
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-EXereises Proofs

arguments you are given the hypothesis and conclusion.tlYa-nre to determine whether

Abut the argument is valid by determining whether or not it follows a tautology

00'

Example:

Rypothesis

If the price of this coffee in high, then some people do not bpy At.

All people buy this coffee.

Conclusion

The price of this coffee is nOt high:

The orpiment is valid:

Hypo then

p: All people buy this coffee.

1)--) q. If ail this coffee, then the price of this coffee is not

7
, high. (contranositive of first, statemenq

T-1

Conclusion

,q: The price of this cOffee is not high.

10. HypotheSis:

If a man is not entitledto rree medical care, he's not'a'veteran.

Jerry Anderson is a veteran.

Conclusion:

Jerry Anderson is entitled to free medical care.

11. Hypothesis:

All cows eat green grass.

If no efts give,rich milk, then no cbiis eat green Mass.

'If no rain falls in summer, then no cbygives rich milk.

Cohclusion
4.

Rain fal,ls in suMMer.

.

gkri.
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Exercises V
Proofs

Hypothesis

Utah is larger than Maine only if California is larger than Persia. France is

smaller than Texas ir Utah in not larger than Maine. The fact that the

U.ti. is not larger than Canada-is a necessary condition that France be

smaller than Texas.

ConclusiOn:

(Find a conclusion)

Mb

9-4'
L 7, 43 tip
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Two Column Proof EXercisea

0 A popular form of proof in Geometry 18 to arrange an argument following the tautology

[p A (1. (1) ti in two, C011.1111110.

:"Antement,:; Reasons

1. l'

Examplr: Prove that John is dumb.

statements

1

1. Given in hypotheclis

o

Reasons

I..p: John is a football

(John is dumb,9A. q:

Player , 1. Given in hy-mthesis

q: All rOothall players are dumb.

Having accomplished this knowing that ( 'is truet.we canume tM, argument [(1 (g L4.r)]

111 Statement:; ifeasons

A

.

But

1

,
S.

1. Gjven in hypothesis.
,

2: 6 q

3: q r

means we have really made-the'argument:

[p A (p. A (q r*)] r.

.Rcaihple: Trove.the price of bread will rise.

's

staf,ement8 Reasons

1. p: The cost of labor is'increasing

411.
q: 'The cost of wheat increases.

3. Ft: 4The prtce of bread will rise.

Jr,

R5

L.- 44

`r-

1. Given in Rywthesis

1 c
2. -4>q: If the cdst o lab.tfncreases,

then the cost of whe increases.' -

q r: If the co t of wheat increasep

then thq price of bread will rise.

@774 gk.of CIVIL
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Two column Proof Exorcises

Arrange ea(h of the following arguments in two column form.

1. Hypothesis: Jane lives in Denver. If a person lives in Denver,

then he lives An Colorado.

Conclusion (prove)r ilane lives in Colorado.

Statements ,. Reasons

4
2. Hypothesis: If a student

A
lives more than a mile from aOhool, then he rides the

school bus. If a student rides the busl-then he eats lunch at school. Tony is

a studentvho lives more than a mile from school.

Conclusion (prove): Tony eats lunch at school.

Statements Reasons

Hypothesis If it rains, then

'

pavements are slick. If pavements are slick, then

there are more acOdents than usual. It is raining today.

Conclusion (prove): Whatever you can.

Statements_

Sf;

L 45
4

Reasons'

S.
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Proof by Contraflositive

Another tautology you proyed by truth table:.

(p 4 q) q

An implication is "equivalent toit's côntra'pbsitive.

Sometimes a true implication cannot be-proved from the 4ypothe8i8 given, but the

contrapositive can be proven instead. This is siill'a ItalidliGmof of an implication

since it-is equivalent to its contrapositive.

Mxercises.: prove the contrapositive

I. RypoLhenis

If ari animal is a ku-ku, then it has three,ears.

if an animal has three,ears,-then'itohas grey fur.

Prove: lc an animal does na-have grey.fur, it'is riot a ku-ku.

2. Itypothesis: .-
0.

rr a geometric figure is.a'triangle -it is" a nblygon.

if a geometri'e figure is a polygon', then Its Sides are segments of straight
g,

A
i nes .

Prove: If a geftetric figure does not haire its sides :segments of straight lines,

At'is- not a triangle. .

3. Write two contrapositives: I shall get my algebra credit if I pass the

final and turn in the homework I missed.

Determine whether or nA the argument is valid.

4. Hypothesis: If all cows eat green grass, then soMe cows' give rich milk.

COnclusion:

b. -Hypothesls:

If no rain falls in summer, then no pw.givesrich

Some rain falls in Summer.

:All cows:eat green grass. -

If the'student does not study hard, then,he fails the

course.

If the stildent studies hardl-then he.has no,./.4grets.

The nt fang i,he Course.

V 46 .
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COnCII1SiOn:

rroof by Contrapositive

The student hls some regrets.

6. Hypothesis: If some Mountains are not high, then some peaks nre riot snow

capped.

If no skiing is done in 1)ould6r1.then some moqntains are not high.

All peaks are snOw capped

COnclusion: :;ome skiing is done in Boulder.'

7. Hypothesis: If and only if potatoes are Planted at full moon, they will

make a heavy crop. )If the notato cron is small, wheat nrices

are low.

Conclusion: LC ,potatoen are planted at full moon, wheat nrices will be

high.

R. Hypothesis: Kating a green apple is sufficient to cause illness.

You call a doct:or if your life in in danger.

To call a doctor, it is necessary to be ill.

(:onclu:;ion: If you eat a green apple, your life is in danger.

.

.

L 47,
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Indirect Proof

Exercises

Negation

Sometimes in ((?er to 'prove that a statement in true we prove that it- 1B

false. This methnd is known as indirect proof.

Suppose q is a statemnt we wish to prove. Assume q is true, and reason

deductively until you arrive at a statement t which you know is false. In other

words, construct a deductive sequence from q to t as follows:

q a a This sequence establishes the implication q t.

The contrawsitive of q t is t ( -,q). Since L.IL false, t is

true mid ( q. You may illustrate your reasoning. by

t
t __4q-I-9q and the proof is then comnlete.

This may also be proved by a truth table.

Example: Suppose that a collection of nickels and dimes has a value of 175 cents.

Prove "There is an odd number of nickels."

IIISolution: Show that --q "There is an even number of nickels: is false by ,

,

reasoning until you encounter a statement which is inconsistent with known

faCtS

if the number of nickels is even, then the value o.f the nickel's (exnredsed

in cents) is a natural number ending in 0, then the value of the dimes (exnressed

in cents) must end in a natural number ending in 5. But the value of dimes will

(in cents) end in 0. Therefore,q is.false and q (number of nickels is even)

is true.

&erciges:
1.

1. Suppose that there are 13 people in a room. Prove: '.'At least two or Oese

people were born in the same onth. Use the indirect method.

III2. 3uppos6 that the number of trees in Illinois at a gilmitime is greater
.

4

than the number' of leaves on any tree in Illinoi4, and.that every tree,has at
, . .

I least one leaf. Prove by the indirect Mbthod *that).there must be at 1east4 twp treess

A
'with the same numb4r of leaves.

# 9
L
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Nettion

3. Suppose that a lien contains

4

or

Indirect Proof

Exercises

(
only cows and chicki, each of which

every way. Prove the statement"There is.an even number of feet

.9f)

r

is normal in

in the nen."'
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